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Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee:
Steiger,, Chairman of the Feaeral Trade Comm1ssion.

I am Janet
I appreciate

this oppartun,ity to appear be!bre you today on behalf of the
Commission to discuss our views on

s.

2494 and

s.

1441,

introduced by Senators Bryan and McCain, respectively. 1
These bills are aimed at combatting telemarketing fraud, a
matter of serious concern to consumers and the Commission.

It is

estimated that consumers may lose over a billion dollars a year
to telemarketing scam artists. 2

Recognizing this threat, the

Commission has greatly increased its enforcement efforts in this
area.

In recent years, the Commission has brought over 50

telemarketing fraud cases in federal court, obtaining injunctions
against companies having aggregate sales of over 766 million
dollars.
Before addressing the bills, I should first mention two
important areas of emphasis in our telemarketing fraud program.
First, we are increasing our efforts to attack the root of
fraud, such as suppliers and other aiders-and-abettors.

One

problem in attacking only boilerrooms is their fly-by-night
1

Except as noted, the views expressed in this statement
represent the views of the Commission. Commissioner Strenio does
not agree with all of the discussion concerning the state
enforcement provisions and will forward his views in a separate
statement. My oral presentation and responses to questions are
my own and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Commission
or any individual Commissioner.
2

1

This figure is based on industry information acquired by
FTC staff developing telemarketing fraud cases. This figure is
also consistent with estimates of other industry observers and
law enforcement agencies. We recognize that by some estimates,
the figure may even be higher.
2

nature.

At times, boilerrooms will pull up roots and destroy

documents upon suspecting detection, only to reappear elsewhere
under other names.

Recognizing this, the Commission, in the

investment fraud area especially, already has brought cases not
only against boilerrooms, but also against suppliers of rare
coins and fake art, promoters of gold mining schemes, and other
entities centrally positioned in fraudulent schemes.
done, however.

More can 1

In many types of fraud, there are companies that

profit from providing knowing assistance to fraudulent
boilerrooms in the form of financial assistance and guarantees,
references, products for sale, and other critical items and
services.

If such firms know they may be held responsible for

their own participation in the fraud, they undoubtedly will give
more care to the decision whether, and on what terms, to deal
with fraudulent telemarketers.

Our goal is to create a

I

situatio~

I

:

where unlawful boilerrooms have difficulty getting started
because previously insulated businesses are unwilling to deal
with them.
Another area of emphasis for the Commission in enforcing
telemarketing fraud is increased cooperation with the states.
The Commission fully supports the objectives of

s.

s.

1441 and

2494 to bring greater state resources to bear on the problem.

We have enjoyed a close working relationship with the states on
host of fraud investigations and cases, routinely sharing
information, referring cases to one another, and, in some cases,
bringing suits in tandem.

The Commission has further encouraged
3

1

federal-state cooperation through the establishment of a fraud
data :bank.

:e

We applaud the states for their efforts in this area.

we should:mention one important aspect of state involvement,
however.

1t

Federal and state

are limited, and it is

r~sources

important that these resources be concentrated in the most
effective manner.· In this connection,
I

legialativ$

i~itiatives

not have the

~t

is critical that these

unint~nded

effect of drawing
Much.

resources away from criminal •nforcement br the states.
telemarketing fraud is criminal
the perpetrators.

~ctivity

offering h':'ge profits to

Civil law enforcemeljlt actions can

substantially hinder the activities of scam operators, but
criminal prosecution that they fear most.

i~

is

Increased crim·inal

enforcement by the states is . indispensable to the war on

re

telemarketing fraud.
The Commission already:has

.c

comments on

s.

submi~ted

extensive written·

1441 to Senator McCai~, by way of our letter of
'

s.

March 16, 1990.. We !:lave attached these comments ·on
this statement for inclusion in the hearing record.

1441 to

For

clarity's sake and to avoid repetition,tthe text below will focus
principally on

s.

s.

~

it

'

2494, comparing its provisions to'thoae of

1441 as necessary.

Telemarketing Rule
Section 3 of
telema~ketin~

i

s.

2494 requires

th~

Commission to promulgate a

rule and to consider imposing requirements such as

I

I

'

..

.
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'

refunds for delayed shipment of goods and a cooling-off period.
There are similar provisions- in

s.

1441. 3

As we stated in our comments on

s.

1441, we question whetht

these provisions are likely to provide significant benefits to
consumers who have been victimized by telemarketing scams.
First, the Commission already is addressing the broader question
of whether the protections of the Mail Order Rule should be
extended to telephone sales.

On November 28, 1989, the

Commission published a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking to consider
whether such an amendment of the Rule is desirable.
49,060 et seq. (November 28, 1989).

54 Fed. Reg

Public hearings on the

rulemaking have been held and the record remains open until June
4 for receipt of rebuttal comments by rulemaking participants.
We believe that this rulemaking will provide the most
comprehensive basis on which to decide whether the benefits of
extending the delayed-delivery requirements of the Mail Order
Rule to telephone sales would outweigh the costs.

This may be a

matter best left to normal Commission review and rulemaking
processes.
More fundamentally, such extensions of the Mail Order Rule
relate more to problems encountered in routine business
transactions than to the target of both bills -- hard-core fraud.
The typical telemarketing fraud does not involve delayed
shipment.

Rather, the heart of the fraud is deception regarding

s. 1441 requires the Commission to amend its Mail Order
Rule, 16 C.F.R. 435 (1987), to cover telephone sales and to
consider a cooling-off requirement.
3

5

!.

the nature, value, quality, or cost of the products or services
sold.

It is this deception that has cost consumers billions of

dollars over the years.

Similarly, the cooling-off provision

contemplated inS 4(a)(2) of

s.

2494 would not affect the vast

majority of fraudulent telemarketing transactions, because the
consumer typically is unaware that he or she has been defrauded
until long after the initial transaction.

s.

2494, in contrast to

s.

1441, further requires the

Commission to consider restrictions on the time of day that
telemarketers can make unsolicited calls to consumers, as well as
prohibitions on the use of computer equipment that does not
permit consumers to immediately terminate calls.

We recognize

that harassing, abusive, and late night telephone calls are
legitimate concerns.

However, in our experience it has been the

substance of the sales pitch and the resulting sale of overvalued
goods and services that has caused significant consumer injury in
telemarketing fraud cases.

Scarce law enforcement resources

should remain targeted at the core of the fraud.
The above notwithstanding, we appreciate the explicit
authorization to conduct whatever telemarketing rule as may be
required pursuant to the notice-and-comment provisions of 5

u.s.c.

S 553.

It would be difficult, if not impossible, to

conduct the contemplated rulemaking within the 180-day deadline
under the more complex procedures of The Magnuson-Moss Warranty Federal Trade Commission Improvement Act, 15
urge one addition to

s.

u.s.c.

S 2301.

We .

2494, however -- explicit authorization
6

for the Commission to seek civil penalties for violation of thi1
section 553 rule.

Currently, the Commission only has the

authority to seek civil penalties for violations of rules
regulating unfair or deceptive acts or practices that are
promulgated under the authority of the FTC Act.

The foregoing

amendment would make clear that the Commission could seek civil
penalties for violations of the rule contemplated in

s.

2494,

even though the bill, rather than the FTC Act, would have been
the impetus for number of the rule's provisions. 4
The State Enforcement Provision in
Section 4 of

s.

s.

2494

2494 would permit state attorneys general tc

bring a civil action in federal district court (1) to enforce
compliance with the new Commission telemarketing rule and orders
obtained thereunder, 5 and (2) to bring actions on behalf of their
residents with respect to a new federal cause of action for
"fraudulent act(s] or practice(s]."

4

An example is the language in the "Petroleum Marketing
Practices Act," 15 u.s.c. S 2801 et seq. The Act required, inter
alia, that the Commission promulgate the Octane Labelift9 Rule
under the notice-and-comment procedures of 5 u.s.c. I 553. ~be
Act went on to say that "[f]or purposes of the Federal ~ada
Commission Act (including any remedy or penalty applicable to any
violation thereof) such a violation shall be treated a• a
violation of a rule under such Act respecting unfair or deceptive
acts or practices • • • . "
5

Specifically, S 4(a)(l) provides for state actions with
respect to telemarketing "which is a fraudulent act or practice
or which violates any rule, regulation, or order of the
Commission under this Act." "This Act" presumably refers to
s. 2494, rather than the FTC Act.
7

Prom the Commission's standpoint,
improvements over
i1

othe~

s.

2494 contains laudable

bills that have provided for direct state

enforcement of broader causes of action incorporated in the FTC
Act.

In previous testimony on such bills, we had expressed our

concern that direct state enforcement of broad causes of action
incorporated in the
application of
:en~orcing

F1C

Act could result in inconsistent

'
nationwide.

the.Ac~

As the number
of agencies
I
I
I

;

the Act tncreases, so too does the potential for

inconsistent enforcement and court decisions.

In choosing cases

and strategies, the Commission is in the best

posi~ion

tQ

'

t~ke

'

I

into account the effect of precedent on issues affecting its
I

other programs.

s. 2494, however', appears to provide for state enforcement
tl

only with respect to the proposed telemarketing· rule
·obtai~ed thereunde~.

Assuming that the

~ractices

rule can be defined with specificity,' there
.r

•

.

covered by tne

sh~uld

I

and~orqers

not be a

•

I

significant problem of inconsistent enforcement of the FTC
Moreover, it appears that the broader "fraudulent
practice" cause of .action in

~ct

~ct.

or.

s. 2494 is not intended to

be

incprporated in FTC Act doctrine.
We also note that
I

s.

2494
only authorizes states to .bring
I

I

damages suits and other actions "on behalf of

tbei~

residents.•

6
.
. As noted abQve, howev•r, the specl~ic pr~hibitiona nov
con~emplated for in~lusion in the rule (~ 1 .c~ol~ng-off
periods), are unlik~ly to signif~cantly a~fec~ hard-core f~aud.
It may be that further rule p~ov~sions th~t more directly attack
the ·pro~lem would ~ difficult to define with specificity,
raising·some problems of incoasiatent enfo~cement.

8

This parens patriae scheme should pose leas chance of being
challenged in court as unconstitutional under the Appointments!
I

Clause than statutes authorizing states to enforce broad

fader~
I

rights in the same manner as the Commission.
Justice,

comm~nting

The Department o~

on other billa, had opined that such

provisions are unconstitutional, involving the exercise of
"significant authority pursuant to the laws of the United StatEI
by persons not selected in accordance with the Appointments
Clause (quoting Buckley v. Valeo, 424

u.s.

1 (1975)). 7

In any event, further definition of "fraudulent act or
practice" may improve the bill.

s.

That term, not defined in

2494, also has not'been defined in consistent fashion in

federal and state criminal and civil statutes and common law.•
The State Appointment Provision in S. 1441
While we applaud the improvements in

s.

2494 over some

previous bills, we believe that the state appointments scheme s~
forth in

s.

1441, expanded as suggested below, would have great1

potential for increasing state-federal cooperation in attacking:

I

telemarketing fraud.

7

Letter from Thomas M. Boyd, Acting Assistant Attorney
General, Office of Legal Policy, u.s. Department of Justice, to
the Bon. John McCain, United States Senate, September 27, 1988.

i

We also recommend that S 4(a)(3) of s. 2494 be Ulended ~
provide reasonable advance notice to the Commission of the fil~
of federal court actions by the states, to facilitate exercise ~
the intervention rights set forth therein.
I
1

I

9
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Section 4(e) of

s.

1441, rather than authorizing direct

state enforcement of its proposed telemarketing rule, explicitly
authorizes the Commission to appoint state attorneys general to
assist the Commission in general rule enforcement.

We believe

such arrangements with the states could achieve much the same
objectives as section 4 of

s.

s.

2494.

In the attached comments on

1441, we have suggested an expansion of the appointments

scheme to include permanent injunction cases brought under
'section 13(b) of the FTC Act against fraudulent telemarketers.
The Commission ordinarily attacks hard-core fraud by bringing
such section 13(b) cases, rather than by rule enforcement.

We

also urged that the Commission be authorized to appoint not only
state attorneys general, but also other officials granted civil
or criminal law enforcement authority under state law.
There are several advantages to this appointments scheme.
The states would be in a position to participate in nationwide
redress cases against hard-core fraud under the FTC Act.

The

Commission and the states could work out arrangements to ensure
speedy joint action against fraud, while preserving consistent
enforcement of the Act.

We should also note that the

appointments system does not pose the constitutional risks of
alternatives that provide for full unilateral state enforcement
of the FTC Act and its nationwide remedies.'

9

The suits "on behalf of their residents" by states to
enforce the telemarketing rule, as contemplated in
S. 2494, also pose less risk of constitutional challenge compared
to these broader state enforcement schemes.
10
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